August 1, 1939.

Reminded the poncho in our camp at the ford and another last night. And secured some tobacco and two more snakes.

The ponds turned out to be a series of isolated pools left in an intermittent stream bed.

Left camp which turned out to be 17 miles S.E. of Dilia toward Colonias (Mileage 5540).

Saw a mountain bison about 1/2 miles S.E. of Dilia.

Dilia

Served for a few minutes in the Pros. Pint

which of Dilia where Highway 84 crosses it. The

stream was very high and muddy. Very few fish

were obtained because of its conditions. Decided
to go to the headquarters to get away from the floods.

Drove up the Ballinas R. to the Santa Fe National

Forest over a mountain highway that was under construction. Had to be pulled up

and around one steep sharp turn. Camped

at the edge of the forest.
AUGUST 2, 1939

Served the Gallinas river at the eastern edge of the Santa Fe National Forest. The stream is high and murky from the heavy thunderstorms yesterday and previous days. Rain about 8" at ruffles 12' at pools, 6" to 3' deep. Rattles rattle, current moderate to strong. No vegetation. Served about 3/4 hour, fished with natural nymphs, for about an hour. Caught 1 Salmo gairdneri on a Tipiela larva, 23/10/39. Salmo faits in reine. - Pools and ripples fair. Corn for stream good. Food moderately good. Large Perla and Tipiela were especially common. The stream is struck everywhere with bass trout.
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